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Art of the Week
Gigathon Thank you!

Last week finished with the truly uplifting Gigathon Concert for Prep. As I
said at the time; for me one of the most impressive aspects was that none
of those performances were created for the Gigathon - all had been
developed as part of the normal Spring term in the Prep - wow! And yes,
we are now wondering why we haven’t always had a Spring Concert, and
yes, we will be putting on a Prep Spring Concert each year! I have loved
seeing the cakes to celebrate the Queen’s 90th birthday, some pictured
here and I also need to thank the wonderfully committed cast of Giant
Slayer for their creative efforts this week. Our day time rehearsals were
not just interrupted, but generally thwarted last term - and so over two
Saturday mornings last term and two this term, this group of brave and
talented performers have created next week’s performance. All are
welcome at 6.30pm on Tuesday to cheer their efforts on. The week will
then finish with various performances at the Paignton Festival - another
truly creative week! So - rest well, enjoy your weekend, lots of birthdays
celebrated at assembly this week - and don’t forget to do your bit for Earth
Day (thanks Roman!) Happy Birthday Your Majesty!

Very well done to Oliver Cafaro and Liam English for their terrific
‘Beach Scene’ collages completed during art this week.

A massive thank you to all the Prep children and staff for their
massive contribution to the Gigathon on Friday. The senior
students worked hard to organise this event, and Prep
contributed with an impressive demonstration of their
creativity and performace skills. The Gigathon raised an
impressive £1006. This will be divided between The Calabash
Trust/Huckleberry Foundation and AIMS charities.



KS2 KS1
The summer term has been blessed with some early Spring sunshine,
allowing our Prep sailors to enjoy the chance to get out onto the
water.   A combination of high tide, a gentle breeze and glorious
weather, presented all those lucky enough to be involved in the
sailing club, with the perfect conditions to start the term.   Fingers
crossed these conditions remain for the rest of the term!

Shakespeare Fun.
Preps Three and Four have been looking at Shakespeare this week to
mark the anniversary of his 400th birthday. They watched adaptations
of ‘Romeo and Juliet’ and ‘A Midsummer Night’s Dream’. The classes
then had to compare the plays and think about which they preferred
and why?

These were some of the quotes from the children:

“I liked the character ‘Bottom’ as he was very funny”

“Romeo and Juliet was easier to understand”

“I liked Romeo and Juliet as it is a tragic love story”

Prep 2 at Pizza Express
Prep Two visited Pizza Express in Torquay in connection with their
Cross Curricular learning. They tasted lots of different pizza
toppings from artichokes to olives and sun dried tomatoes to
goats’ cheese.  Instructions had to be followed carefully and we
have linked this to our Literacy writing since the visit. In Numeracy
we have been counting pizzas in 3’s and cutting up pizzas into
quarters, halves and thirds and Mr Webber will be following a
Pizza theme during Art and Design Technology.  Many thanks to
the Pizza Express staff and for the delicious finished results, which
each child in Prep Two took home for tea!

Prep Two ISA Multi-Skills Festival
On Wednesday Prep 2 made the trip to Fairfield School in North
Somerset to take part in the ISA Multi Skills festival. The athletes
had to move around the 12 different stations as a team com-
pleting challenges and earning points for doing so. The different
activities saw them scoring rugby tries, curling, throwing at
targets and even stacking cups!  The main aim of the festival was
for the children to have fun and learn, as well as support their
team members and other schools. Prep 2 represented Trinity
perfectly and their encouragement to each other and people
they had never met was excellent. All in all, a really fun and
successful day, well done to all the children involved.

Light Experiments.
Prep 6 are studying light and how we can see things.  Sam is directing
light through holes at a target.  Grace and Sophie are investigating
what causes shadows to change in  size and clarity.



THE WEEK AHEAD

23rd - Esme Milne - Prep 1

24th - Oliver Evans - Pre-prep

24th - Anna Watson - Reception

26th - Gwen Oswald - Prep 1

26th - Grace Williams - Prep 6

This Week’s Birthdays

THOUGHT FOR THE WEEKEND

Monday
25th

April

Giant Slayer - dress rehearsal to
Prep - Oakley Hall 10.15am

Tuesday
26th
April

Giant Slayer’ Performance
6.30pm - Oakley Hall

Wednesday
27th

April

U11 Cricket Vs Bramdean
5pm Return

EYFS Information Evening 7pm

Thursday
28th

April

U9 Cricket & Rounders Vs ECS
Away 5pm Return

Friday
29th

April

Chamber Choir and individual
entries to Paignton Festival

Try Lawn Bowls
There is a free taster session for those
interested in taking up lawn bowls. This is
for adults and children and will be taking
place on Saturday 23rd April at 10am at
Bitton Park Bowling Club.

U14 Cricket v St John’s Sidmouth
Great afternoon out playing at Sidmouth’s beautiful cricket ground on
the sea front. Trinity batted first with the opening pair of Will Green-
wood and Morgan Couch putting on a solid 50 partnership before
retiring. Benjamin Coen and Joe Hill took up the reins and saw Trinity
reach 123 for the loss of 1 wicket in their 20 overs.
St John’s started steadily however tight bowling kept the pressure on
and, despite one of their players making 65 not out, they were unable
to reach Trinity’s total in their allotted overs and made 98 for the fall
of 3 wickets, Trinity winning by 25 runs.
A fine TEAM performance with everyone contributing. Thank you to
the Preps who took part and well done to Benjamin, George and
Harry, all of whom got a wicket and Morgan for keeping as well as
bowling and making 24 not out.
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Mila Punwar & Stanley Stroud  - Amazing Addition

Liam English - Super Story Sequencing

Oliver Cafaro & Liam English - Creative Beach Collages

Louis Riley - Terrific Teaching

Roman Cresswell & Barney Martin - Effort with Roman Numerals

Fletcher Wickham, Daniel Ross-McNairn & Elijah Punwar - Magnificent Maths

Morgan Couch, Efe Nalcaci & Jensen Healey - Outstanding Scientific Observations

Tyler Seager - Awesome Effort

WORKERS OF THE WEEK

A date for your diary.
The annual PTA Swim BBQ is on Saturday 11th June. We are looking for volunteers to help
out on the day so if anyone could give an hour of their time It would be greatly appreciated.
You can contact me direct on jackandange@cwgsy.net

Thank you Angela Bingham.

PTA Corner


